Having it all is not about striving for perfection, or about living our lives according to someone else’s standards or expectations (we’ve done that for far too long).

It’s not about working ourselves to a state of exhaustion, spreading ourselves too thin, or trading inner peace and contentment for outer trinkets of success.

Been there. Done that too.

Having it all simply means having access to all of yourself, in any moment you choose it, and in every aspect of life that is important to you.

Go here to learn exactly how you too, can “Have it All”
**4 QUESTIONS WITH CHRISTY WHITMAN**

**C:** I would like to ask you how do you define having your all in your life?

**HARRISON Klein:** I would say if you were in the phrase of having it all, the item of it would probably translate for me as my desire having it whatever it is it my desire which could be whatever it is in the moment it could be money, it could be sex, it could be a successful business it could be whatever and then they all I would define as being totally satisfied. So having it all would be having my desire totally satisfied.

**C:** What’s the core belief that you hold to be true either about yourself or the universe for you to really experience your life where you are really having it all?

**HARRISON Klein:** I think the basic core belief that I hold that allows my desires to be fulfilled really and having and being is the same thing. Once I understand what it is that I want I can vibrate from that place so I can absorb and internalize whatever that is so when I decide that I already have it and I can get the feeling of already having it it’s already manifested from that point. And the rest is just watching it show up. Does that make sense?

**C:** So when you’re in that state, in that present moment and you really feel like you do have it all, can you just describe what it is of that essence of how you feel?

**HARRISON Klein:** this is going to sound strange because I am male, but it feels like pregnancy. I feel pregnant. But it’s like having life inside of me. When you’re in the state of having it all you really are having this essence of life within you and
you are full of it and I don’t mean that in a BS way I mean that you are full of life and aliveness and vim and vest in vigor and zest and all that kind of stuff. You are completely in a place of fulfillment, so what is more fulfilling than having a life inside you and it’s a dynamic new birth of something inside of you. So it feels very pregnant I imagine that’s what pregnancy feels like.

C: What is one tip so others can feel that essence in their lives?

HARRISON: well the major thing that I think is important here is that we use our entire body is to experience everything. Most of us use our head to experience whilst things. So the difference is that basically we can describe it this way, you know how when you listen to music and you feel the music and you are dancing, you are using every part of you to experience that now-ness and the music is moving through you, you can do that with everything when you are listening to people are sitting in your environment you can just experience everything with your whole body as opposed to trying to process it as a mental thing. That is the essence of relaxing into enlightenment. It’s a really dramatic thing but it is where most people fall short of finding what they want. So it’s the embodiment of what you want and who you are that creates everything that you experience. You can’t think your way into enlightenment and you can’t really think your way into manifestation whether you understand that or not. Manifestation happens through the body and enlightenment happens away from the mind. You have to detach yourself from the mind and the only way to be present while detaching from your mind is to stay within your body and you within your body and experience everything as your body. Not that you are trapped in there because most people’s awareness is out here, but it’s not like you are trapped in there you were just experiencing every gurgle and waves that moves through your body whatever that happens to be all the time so you are experiencing that with the essence of it all being one thing. Because your body and everything else is the same thing so it doesn’t make any difference your body and all bodies are space around us the room, the people that we talked to, the experiences we pick up it’s really all part of the same thing, it’s indivisible just different densities of who we are and what we experience things through our bodies there is no separation between us and anything else. Because we are not separated we are in the oneness of all things we are in the movement as opposed to being in the now or the objective. So it’s a really cool thing.
Harrison Klein

Harrison Klein has been called the masters master, as well as the world’s leading transformational and “I AM” identity master.

He is a transformational “Being” Expert and Metaphysical Luminary specializing in the alignment laws of the universe and their applications for greater awareness, intuition, wealth, enlightened consciousness, action, thought and effectiveness.

A former university instructor, marketing director, personal growth entrepreneur, leadership and business development coach since 1992 he has been a prominent media personality and face on the internet, radio and live event spiritual and science scene for years.

He has worked with world thought leaders, CEO’s, entrepreneurs, politicians, doctors, lawyers, healers, athletes and celebrities. His spiritual teachings have helped positively inspire and change the lives of tens of thousands of people worldwide and he has been globally recognized in articles, newspapers, magazines, radio, TV and award winning films.


Harrison’s message is the continuous unfoldment of unconditional love through deliberate desire, decision, awareness, insight, intention, purpose, play, and specific consciousness elevations and he lives that purpose wholly.

He has been a teacher, marketing director and entrepreneur since 1992. He has led teams as President and CEO of five super-successful businesses.

He is an active coach and his 6 course series entitled The I AM Effect, Effortless Abundance and Mastery 1-6 are designed to bring the subconscious, conscious and superconscious into perfect alignment thus ending stress, increasing awareness and making manifestation and life easy, natural and effortless.

He develops information and popular products around the leading edge of the spiritual, metaphysical and coaching industry as well as speaks at and produces events for the Personal Growth, Wealth and Development. www.themastersgathering.com
Right at this moment, no matter how you are feeling, no matter how in debt you might be, no matter how old you are or how much you weigh, and no matter what the condition of your relationships might be, you have the power to re-create yourself and your life exactly the way you desire it to be – and quite frankly, the way you deserve it to be.

Regardless of how big a gap exists between what you want and what you currently have, within you is the ability to effortlessly and joyfully bridge that gap in virtually every aspect of your life.

You can have it all, how you define it, how you want it. You do have the power to create it.

Go here to learn exactly how you can start having it all today!